 Appendix - A  
MARRS Talkgroup Assignments

**The following talkgroups are active on both radio systems**

**Reg Call** – Regional calling talkgroup for FIELD units to contact dispatch centers (Should be monitored by all dispatch centers)

- REG CALL may also be used as a calling channel for the assignment of units on large incidents

**PS Disp** – Regional calling talkgroup for communications between COMMUNICATIONS CENTERS (Should be monitored by all dispatch centers)

- PS DISP may also be used to broadcast significant incidents to alert other dispatch centers (i.e., bank robberies, shootings, etc.)

**Reg Cm3** – Multi Agency Emergency Response Primary talkgroup *(to include pursuits and assist the officers)*

**Reg Cm4** – Air to ground communications

**Reg Cm5** – Alternate talkgroup if Reg Cmn3 is in use

**Reg Cm6** – Alternate talkgroup if Reg Cmn3 is in use

**The following talkgroups function the same, so the East/West designation does not matter when allocating**

**East Cm7** – Primary multi-agency fireground operations

**East Cm8** –

**East Cm9**

**East Cm10**

**West Cm11**

**West Cm12** –

**West Cm13**

**West Cm14**